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Table S1 
 
Descriptive statistics for dogs that were excluded, and reason for exclusion (N = 11). 
Dog Name Breed Order Sex Dog Type Age (years) 
Reason for Exclusion 
Sahara Labrador Retriever B F Pet 3 Experimenter error 
Charlie Standard Schnauzer A M Pet 6 Experimenter error  
Duma Borzoi A M Pet 1 Abort criteria: Too many  no choice trials 
Izzy Mixed: Lab/Chow A F Pet 4 No video 
Kato Mixed: Sheltie B F Pet 11 Abort criteria: Too many  no choice trials 
Simone Beagle A F Pet 4 Abort criteria: Too many  no choice trials 
Bella Labrador Retriever B F Pet 2 Abort criteria: Too many  no choice trials 
Oscar Maltese B M Pet 6 Abort criteria: Too many  no choice trials 
Jordie Mixed: Corgi A F Pet 3 Owner interference 
Gia Mixed: Border Collie A F Pet 8 
Abort criteria: Too many  
no choice trials 
Wesley Labrador Retriever B M Assistance 2 Abort criteria: Too many  no choice trials 
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